A heavy-duty air-conditioning system in the reception area is concealed behind acoustic canopies complemented by contemporary mesh metal tiles.
Industrial Bauhaus-style chic in a large, multi-purpose meeting room that demanded excellent acoustics but not at the expense of design.
Combining eye-catching elegance on first entry through acoustics in corridors and play rooms where hygiene was also paramount.

GRAND HOTEL TIFFI IN ŁAWA

MINERAL CEILING SOLUTIONS
OPTIMA VECTOR, ULTIMA PLANKS
WOOD CEILING SOLUTION
WOOD OAK PLAIN VECTOR PLANKS
RAILWAY STATION IN TERESPOL

Providing passengers with a clean and bright environment even in areas with no natural light and optimising acoustics in a variety of circulation areas.

ISLAND CEILING SOLUTION
MINERAL CANOPIES RECTANGULAR
METAL CEILING SOLUTIONS
CELLIO, TEGULAR 2

Owner
Polskie Koleje Państwowe SA
Architect
GPVT Pracownia Architektoniczna
Creating complementary ceiling designs for different areas that bring unity to the varying shop units and optimise acoustics.

METAL CEILING SOLUTIONS
HOO K-ON, AXAL VECTOR, CELLIO
SUSPENSION SYSTEM SOLUTION
AXIOM TRANSITIONS
Public Hospital in Nowogard

Bringing the highest hygiene standards to clinical areas and acoustic comfort to communal areas.

Mineral Ceiling Solutions
Parafon Hygien, Bioguard Acoustic

Owner: Samodzielny Publiczny Szpital Rejonowy w Nowogardzie
Architect: Pracownia Projektowa ATRIUM sp. z o.o.
Ceiling contractor: Sufmartech
Resolving acoustics in an exceptionally noisy environment while reflecting natural light deeper into the building.

MINERAL CEILING SOLUTION
PERLA OP
SUSPENSION SYSTEM SOLUTION
AXIOM PROFILES
Bringing a minimalist monolithic design to an environment that required maximization of natural light and optimisation of acoustics.

**METAL CEILING SOLUTION**

**LAY IN BOARD SUSPENSION SYSTEM SOLUTION**

**AXIOM TRANSITIONS**
Original shapes and beautiful light integration bring attention and acoustic comfort to a restaurant.

ISLAND CEILING SOLUTION

MINERAL CANOPIES SQUARE

Owner
Dobry Hotel Mieczkowski sp.z o.o.

Architect
Archiplan sp.z o.o.
Combines the highest hygiene standards for clinical wards with acoustics for conference rooms and waiting areas and aesthetics for corridors.

MEDICAL UNIVERSITY IN GDAŃSK

MINERAL CEILING SOLUTIONS

BIOGUARD ACOUSTIC, PERLA
ISLAND CEILING SOLUTION
MINERAL CANOPIES CONCAVE
Baffles drive consistency of contemporary but durable design in the spacious baggage area and busy bar areas with vastly differing acoustic requirements.

**Metal Ceiling Solution**

**Custom Metal Baffles**

**Owner**

Port Lotniczy Wrocław S.A.

**Architect**

JSK Architekci

**Ceiling contractor**

EM DECOR
Bringing uniformity and a monolithic effect to work, circulation and break-out areas while minimising the grids to give continuity of visual.

MINERAL CEILING SOLUTION
OPTIMA VECTOR
Rejuvenating weary motorists with a clinically clean, fresh ceiling that maximises interest and natural light and optimises sound.

GAS STATION PETROL FRESH

MINERAL CEILING SOLUTION
ULTIMA MICROLOOK
ISLAND CEILING SOLUTION
AXIOM C CANOPIES
METAL CEILING SOLUTION
HOOK-ON EXTRA MICROPERFORATED
We would like to thank all our customers for trusting our products and services over the past 150 years.

We invite you to discover our online Project Gallery: www.armstrong-ceiling.co.uk/projectgallery